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Preface 

 I am glad to present this book, especially designed to serve the needs of the 

students. The book has been written keeping in mind the general weakness in 
understanding the fundamental concepts of the topics. The book is self-explanatory and 
adopts the “Teach Yourself” style. It is based on question-answer pattern. The language 
of book is quite easy and understandable based on scientific approach. 

 This book covers basic concepts related to the microbial understandings about 
diversity, structure, economic aspects, bacterial and viral reproduction etc. 

 Any further improvement in the contents of the book by making corrections, 
omission and inclusion is keen to be achieved based on suggestions from the readers 
for which the author shall be obliged. 

 I acknowledge special thanks to Mr. Rajeev Biyani, Chairman & Dr. Sanjay Biyani, 
Director (Acad.) Biyani Group of Colleges, who are the backbones and main concept 
provider and also have been constant source of motivation throughout this Endeavour. 
They played an active role in coordinating the various stages of this Endeavour and 
spearheaded the publishing work. 

 I look forward to receiving valuable suggestions from professors of various 
educational institutions, other faculty members and students for improvement of the 
quality of the book. The reader may feel free to send in their comments and suggestions 
to the under mentioned address. 

Author 
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Chapter-1 
 

Introduction 

 
Q.1 What is the nature & scope of marketing & why is marketing important?  

Ans.:  Nature & Scope of Marketing : Marketing is an ancient art & is everywhere. 

Formally or informally, people & organizations engage in a vast numbers of 

activities that could be called marketing. Good marketing has become an 

increasingly vital ingredient for business success. It is embedded in everything 

we do- from the clothes we wear, to the web sites we click on, to the ads we see.  

Marketing deals with identifying & meeting human & social needs or it can be 

defined as “meeting needs profitably”. 

The American Marketing Association has defined marketing as “an 

organizational function & a set of processes for creating, communicating & 

delivering value to the customers & for managing customer’s relations in ways 

that benefit the organization & the stake holders.  

Or 

Marketing management is the art & science of choosing target markets & getting, 
keeping & growing customers through creating, delivering & communicating 
superior customer value.  

Or 

“Delivering a higher standard of living”    

For a managerial definition, marketing has been defined as “the art of selling 
products” but people are surprised when they hear that the most important part 
of marketing is not selling. Selling is only the tip of marketing iceberg.  

Peter Drucker says it this way that the aim of marketing is to know & understand 
the customer so well that the product or service fits him & sells itself. All that 
should be needed is to make the product or the service available.  

Eg. The success of Indica, the first indigenously designed car by Tata Motors. 
Backed by strong customers delight, the company designed a vehicle with 
luggage space & legroom & offered it a price easily available & affordable to 
middle class. 
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(2) Gillette launched its March III razor.  

Marketing people are involved in marketing 10 types of entities : goods services, 
events, experiences, persons, places, properties, organizations, information & 
ideas.  

Therefore ideal marketing should result in a customer who is ready to buy. 

 

Importance of Marketing : Financial success of any organization depends upon 
marketing ability of that organization. There should be sufficient demand for 
products & services so the company can make profit. Therefore many companies 
created chief marketing officer (CMO) position to put marketing on a more equal 
footing with other e-level executives.   

Marketing is tricky & large well known business such as Levi’s, Kodak, Xerox 
etc. had to rethink their business models, Even Microsoft, Wal-Mart, Nike who 
are market leaders cannot relax.  

Thus, we can say that making the right decision is not easy & marketing 
managers must take major decisions about the features of the product prices & 
design of the product, where to sell products & expenditure on sales & 
advertising. Good marketing is no accident but a result of careful planning & 
execution. Marketing practices are continuously being refined to increase the 
chances of success. But marketing excellence is rare & difficult to achieve & is a 
never ending task.  

Eg. NIRMA – The brand icon of the young girl has adorned the package of 
Nirma washing powder. The jingle has become one of the enduring times in 
Indian advertising. 

Q.2 What are some fundamental marketing concept?  

Ans.: The various fundamental concepts are :- 

(1) Exchange Concept : The Exchange concept holds that the exchange of a 
product between seller & buyer is the central idea of marketing Exchange 
is an important part of marketing, but marketing is a much wider concept.   

(2) Production Concept : The production concept is one of the oldest concepts 
in business. It holds that consumers will prefer products that are widely 
available & expensive. Manager of production oriented business 
concentrate on achieving high production efficiency low cost & mass 
distribution.  

 Eg. Haier in China take advantage of the country’s huge inexpensive labor 
pool to dominate the market, to manufacture PC & domestic appliances.   

(3) Production Concept : This concept holds that consumers will prefer those 

products that are high in quality, performance or innovative features. 
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Managers in these organization focus on making superior products & 

improving them. Sometimes, this concept leads to marketing myopia, 

Marketing myopia is a short sightedness about business. Excessive 

attention to production or the product or selling aspects at the cost of 

customer & his actual needs creates this myopia.     

(4) Selling Concepts : This concept focuses on aggressively promoting & 

pushing its products, it cannot expect its products to get picked up 

automatically by the customer. The purpose is basically to sell more stuff 

to more people, in order to make more profits.  

 Eg. Coca Cola  

(5) Marketing Concept : The marketing concept emerged in the mid 1950’s. 
The business generally shifted from a product – centered, make & sell 
philosophy, to a customer centered, sense & respond philosophy. The job 
is not to find the right customers for your product, but to find right 
products for your customers. The marketing concept holds that the key to 
achieving organizational goals consist of the company being more 
effective than competitors in creating, delivering & communicating 
superior customers value. This concept puts the customers at both the 
beginning & the end of the business cycle. Every department & every 
worker should think customer & act customer.  

    Distinguishing Features of the Marketing Concept :   

(i) Consumer Orientation : The purpose of any business is to create a 
customer. It is the customer who determines what a business is-   

(ii) Integrated Management with Marketing as the Fulcrum : 

Integrated management means that all the different functions of a 
business must be tightly integrated with one another. This is 
essential because every function has a bearing on the consumers & 
the aim is to see that all the functions make a favourable impact on 
the consumer.  

(iii) Consumers Satisfaction : The marketing concept emphasizes that it 
is not enough if a firm has consumer orientation, it is essential that 
with such an orientation, it should lead to consumer satisfaction.  

(iv) Realization of all Organizational Goals, Including Profits : The 
firm should not forget its own interests. It treats consumer 
satisfaction as the pathway to the attainment of goals of the 
organization.  

  In short the marketing concept essentially represents a shift in orientation.  

  From production orientation to marketing orientation.  
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  From product orientation to customers orientation.  

 From supply orientation to demand orientation.   

 From sales orientation to satisfaction orientation  

 From internal orientation to external orientation.    

(6) Social Marketing Concept : This concept holds understanding broader 

concerns & the ethical, environmental & legal & social context of 

marketing activities & programs. The cause & effects of marketing extend 

beyond the company & the consumes to society as a whole. Social 

responsibility also requires that marketers carefully consider the role that 

they are playing & could play in terms of social welfare. 

(7) Holistic Marketing Concept : This concept is based on the development, 

design & implementation of marketing programs, processes & activities 

that recognizes their breadth. Holistic concept realizes that “everything 

matters” with marketing. Four components of Holistic marketing are as 

follows: 

 

Marketing        Senior       Other Communication   Products &   Channels 
    Department     Management   Department            Services  
 
     
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ethics   Environment    Legal    Community     Customer  Channel   Partners  

HOLISTIC 
MKTG. 

Internal 
Marketing 

Integrated 
Marketing  

Social responsible 
Marketing Relationship  

Marketing  
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Q.3 Differentiate between selling & marketing concept.  

Ans.:  

S.No. Selling  Marketing 

1. Selling starts with the seller 
& the needs of the seller  

 Marketing starts with the 
buyer & needs of buyer  

2. Seeks to quickly convert 
products into cash.  

 Seeks to convert customer 
‘needs’ into products    

3. Seller is the centre of 
business universe  

 Buyer is the centre of the 
business universe  

4. Views Business as a goods 
producing process 

 Views businesses as a 
customer satisfying process.  

5. Seller preference determines 
the formulation of marketing 
mix.  

 Buyer determines the shape 
marketing mix should take.  

 

6. Selling is product oriented   Marketing is customer 
oriented.   

7. Sellers motives dominate 
marketing communication   

 Marketing communication is 
looked upon as a tool for 
communicating the benefits / 
satisfactions provided by the 
product.  

 

 Q.4 How business & marketing are changing in India?  

Ans.: Companies should adopt a clear vision of the proper direction in which to take 
their brands & challenged marketing convention through product innovation, 
advertising or some other aspect of marketing.  

 The market place isn’t what is used to be. It has new behaviours, new 
opportunities & new challenges.  

(i) Changing Technology – The digital revolution has created an information 
age. The information age promises to lead to more accurate levels of 
production more targeted communications & more relevant pricing. 
Today’s business is carried on over electronic networks, internal external 
& the Internet.  

(ii) Globalization – Technological advances in transportation shipping & 
communication have made it easier for companies to market in other 
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countries & easier for consumers to buy products & services from 
marketers in other countries  

(iii) Deregulation – Many countries have deregulation industries to create 
greater competition. In India, the domestic airline industry have been 
growing very rapidly after deregulations.  

(iv) Privatization – Many countries have converted public companies to 
private ownership & management to increase their efficiency.  

(v) Customer Empowerment – Customers increasingly expect higher quality 
& service. They want more convenience. They can obtain extensive 
product information from the Internet & other sources.  

(vi) Customization – The company is able to produce individually 
differentiated goods whether ordered in person on the phone or online. 
The company also has the capacity to interact with each customer 
personally.  

(vii) Heightened Competition – Brand manufactures are facing intensive 
competition from domestic & foreign brands which is resulting in rising 
promotion costs & shrinking profit margins.  

(viii) Industry Convergence – Industry boundaries are blurring at an incredible 
rate as companies are recognizing that new opportunity’s lie at the 
intersection of two or more industries. Eg: Pharmaceutical companies are 
now adding biogenetic research capacities in order to formulate new 
drugs, new cosmetics, new foods. 

 

□ □ □ 
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Chapter-2 
 

Marketing Environment 

 
Q.1 What are the various factors in Indian marketing environment & what is the 

need to analyze the marketing environment?  

Ans.: Purpose of marketing environment analysis:- 

(a) To know where the environment is leading, to observe & size up the 
relevant events & trends in the environment.   

(b) Strategic response to environment is possible only with proper 
environment analysis.  

(c) To assess the scope of various opportunities & shortlist those that can 
favorably impact the business.  

(d) To help secure the right fit between the environment & the business unit 
which is the crux of marketing.  

The marketing environment consist of the following factors :- 

(1) Demographic : Demographic is a major element to be studied in 
environment analysis. Several factors relating to population, such as size, 
growth rate, age distribution, religious composition, need to be studied. 
Aspects such as composition of workforce, household patterns, regional 
characteristics, population shifts etc. also need to be studied as they are a 
part of demographic environment.  

 (2)  Socio-cultural Environment : Socio-cultural environment is another 
important component of the environment. Culture, traditions, beliefs, 
values & lifestyles of the people in a given society constitute the socio-
cultural environment.         

Culture : Culture is the combined result of factors like religion, language, 

education & upbringing. Meaningful, information on the consumption habits, 

lifestyles & buying behaviour can be obtained through a survey of socio-cultural 

environment. Cultural shifts carry with them marketing opportunities as well as 

threats.  

Social Class : Social class is one important concept in socio cultural environment. 

A social class is determined by income, occupation, location, of residence etc. 

Each class has its own standards with respect to lifestyle, behaviours etc., they 
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are known as class values or class norms. These values have a strong bearing on 

the consumption pattern & buying behaviour.  

Economic Environment : The factors to be considered under economic 

environment are :-  

(a) General Economic conditions  

(b) Economic conditions of different segments of the population, their 
disposable income, purchasing power etc. 

(c) Rate of growth of the economy, rate of growth of each sector of the 
economy 

(d) Income, prices & consumption expenditure 

(e) Credit availability & interest rates 

(f) Inflation rate  

(g) Foreign exchange reserves  

(h) Exchange rates 

(i) Tax rates  

(j) Behaviour of capital market  

Political Environment : Economic environment is a by- product of the political 

environment, since economic & industrial policies followed by a nation greatly 

depends on its political environment. Political environment has several aspects, 

industrial growth depends to a great extent on the political environment. 

Legislation regulating business are also a product of the political configuration. 

Apart from this political stability, form of govt. elements like social & religious 

organizations, media & pressure grps & lobbies of various kinds also form the 

part of political environment  

Natural Environment :  

(1) Natural Resources : Business firms depends on natural resources. Raw 

material is one major part of these resources & firms are concerned with 

their availability, they need to know whether there will be a shortage in any 

of the critical raw materials, they also need to know the trends governing 

their cost. Besides raw materials, they are also concerned about energy, its 

availability as well as cost.  

(2) Ecology : Issues like environmental pollution, protection of wild life & 

wealth are the factors concerned with ecology & govt. is becoming active 

bargainer in environmental issues.  
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(3) Climate : Firms with products whose demand depends on climate & firms 

depending on climate dependent raw materials will be particularly 

concerned with this factor. These firms have to study the climate in depth & 

decide their production location & marketing territories respectively.  

Technology Environment : For a firm technology affects not only its final 
products but also its raw material processes & operations as well as its customer 
segments e.g. IT Industry, Telecom industry.  

(a)  Options Available in Technology : A firm has to assess the relative merits 
& costs effectiveness of alternate technologies. It has to analyze 
technological changes taking place in the industry.  

(b) Govt’s Approach in Respect of Technology : Regulations by the govt. in 
matters relating to technology restrict the freedom of operation of 
business firm. There may be areas where technology may support the use 
of modern technology or they may ban technologies that are potentially 
unsafe.  

(c) Technology Selection : Firms have to scan the technology environment & 
select technologies that will be appropriate for the firm & the given 
product – market situation. They have to forecast technological trends, 
assess current & emergency techniques.  

Legal Environment – Business have to operate within the framework of 
prevailing legal environment. They have to understand all legal provisions. 
Legal environment depends on :-  

(a) Corporate affairs  

(b) Consumers protection  

(c) Employee protection 

(d) Sectoral protection 

(e) Corporate protection 

(f) Protection of society 

(g) Regulations on products, prices & distribution 

(h) Control on trade practices 

(i) Protecting national firms against foreign firms   

 

□ □ □ 
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Chapter-3 
 

Buyers Behaviour &  
Marketing Segmentation 

 
Q.1   Explain the need of studying buyer’s behaviour & what influences consumer 

behaviours? 

Ans.: The study of buyer’s behaviour is basic to marketing as to who motivates the 
buyers? What induces him to buy? Why does he buy specific brand? Why does 
he buy from a particular shop? Why does he shift from one shop to other? How 
does he react to a new product in the market? These questions are of central 
interest to the marketing man & above all a buyer is a riddle. His needs & desire 
are often at a different stage of emergence & actualization.   

The buyer has a selective perception & is exposed to a variety of products & 
information. He may ignore certain piece of information whereas actually seek 
out some other information whereas actively seek out some other information    

Therefore, marketers must fully understand both the theory & reality of 
consumer behaviour. A consumer’s buying behaviour is influenced by cultural, 
social & personal factors & they are a part of the buyer as an individual.    

(1) Cultural Factors : Culture is the fundamental determination of a person’s 
wants & behaviour. The growing child acquires a set of values 
perceptions, Preferences & Behaviours through his or her family. Each 
culture consist of various subcultures that provide more specific 
identification. It includes nationalities, religions, social groups & 
geographic regions. 

Every culture dictates its own unique patterns of social conduct. Within 
each religion there may be several sects & sub sects, there may be 
orthodox group & cosmopolitan groups. The do’s & don’ts listed out by 
religion & culture impacts the individual’s lifestyle & buying behaviour. 

Eg. Kellogg India launched cornflakes in Indian market, the response from 
the consumers was not so encouraging. The company conducted a market 
research & found that Indians prefer hot milk with cornflakes, whereas 
the crispiness benefit that it was claiming could be delivered only when 
the cornflakes were mixed with cold milk.   

Indian marketer use a term called socio economic classification (SEC) 
which uses a combination of the education & occupation of their chief 
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wage earner of the household to classify buyers in the urban areas. This 
classifies all the urban households into A1, A2, B1, B2, C, D, E1, & E2 with 
A1 with highest purchase potential E2 the lowest.  

(2) Social Factors : Consumer’s behaviour is influenced by social factors such 
as reference groups, family, social roles & status. The buyer is living in a 
society, is influenced & There is a constant interaction between the 
individual & the groups to which he belongs. All these interactions effect 
him in his day to day life.  

Reference Groups : A person’s reference groups consist of all the groups 
that have a direct or indirect influence on his attitude. They can be family 
friends, neighbours, co-worker, religious, professional & trade union 
groups. Reference groups expose an individual to new behaviours & 
lifestyles & influence attitude & self concept.  

Brands like Levi, Prologue & Planet M used teenage icon as brand 
Ambassadors for in store promotions.  

Family : The family is the most important buying organization in society. 
From parents a person acquires an orientation toward religion politics & a 
sense of personal ambition, self worth & love. Eg. In traditional joint 
families, the influence of grandparents on major purchase decisions affect 
the lifestyles of younger generations. In urban India with the growth of 
nuclear families & both husband and wife working the role of women in 
major family decisions is prominent.  

Children & teenagers are being targeted by companies using the internet 
as an interactive device.  

Role & Status : The person’s position in each group can be defined in 
terms of role & status. A role consist of all activities that a person is 
expected to perform. Each role carries a status. A Vice President of 
marketing has more status than a sales manager & a sales manager has 
more status than an office clerk & people choose those products that 
reflect & communicate their role & desired status in society.  

(3)    Personal Factors : The personal factors include the buyer’s age & stage in 
the life cycle, occupation & economic position, personality & self concept 
& lifestyle & values.  

Age & Stage in the Life Cycle : People buy different products like food, 
cloths furniture & this is often age related. Trends like delayed marriages, 
children migrating to distant cities, tendency of professionals has resulted 
in different opportunities for marketers at different stages in consumer life 
cycle.  
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Occupation & Economic Position : Occupation also influences buyer’s 
behaviour. A blue collar worker will buy work clothes, work shoes & 
lunch boxes, a company president will buy dress suits, air travel & club 
membership’s. Marketers try to identify the occupational groups & then 
make products according to their needs & demands.  

Product choice is greatly affected by economic circumstances – spendable 
income, savings & assets & attitude towards spending & savings.  

Personality & Self Concept : Each person has personality characteristics 
that influence his / her buying behaviour. Personality means a set of 
distinguishing psychological traits that has to response to environmental 
stimuli. Personality can be a useful variable in analyzing consumer brand 
choice. The idea is that brands also have personalities & consumers like to 
choose those brands which suits or match their personality 

 

Q.2 Explain briefly the steps in buying decision process.  

Ans.:  The marketing scholars have developed a “stage model” of the buying process. 
The consumer passes through 5 stages : problem recognition information search, 
evaluation of alternatives; purchase decision, & post purchase behaviour. But 
consumers do not always pass through all five stages in buying a product. They 
may skip some stages.  

(1)  Problem Recognition : The buying process starts when the buyer 
recognizes a problem or need. The need can be triggered by internal or 
external stimulus. With an internal stimulus, one of the person’s normal 
needs hunger thirst etc. become a drive or a need can be aroused by 
external stimuli. Marketers needs to identify the circumstances that trigger 
a particular need by gathering information from a number of consumers.  

(2) Information Search : An aroused consumer will be inclined to search for 

more information. A person at times simply becomes receptive to 

information about a product or he may enter looking for a reading 

material, phoning friends, going online etc. Through gathering 

information, the consumer learns about competing brands & other 

features.  

(3) Evaluation of Alternatives : The information search & comprehension 

(evaluation) stages represent the information processing stage. These 2 

stages constitute the cognitive field of the purchase process. Cognition 

refers to acquisition of knowledge.  

Some basic concept help us in understanding consumer evaluation : first 

the consumer is trying to satisfy a need, second the consumer is looking 
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for certain benefits & third the consumer views each product as a bundle 

of attributes to satisfy this need.   

(4) Purchase Decision : The buyer must be convinced that the purchase of the 
product is the legitimate course of action. This stage stands as a barrier 
between a favourable attitude towards the product & actual purchase. 
Only if the buyer is convinced about the correctness of the purchase 
decision, will be proceed. At this stage, he may seek further information 
regarding the product or attempt to assess the information already 
available.    

(5) Post Purchase Behaviour : The purchase leads to a specific post purchase 
behaviour, usually it creates some restlessness in the mind of the 
individual. He is not sure about the product. He may feel that the other 
brand would have been better. It can be defined in terms of satisfaction. If 
the performance of the product falls short of expectations, the consumers 
is disappointed, if it meets expectations, the consumer is satisfied, it is 
exceeds expectations, the consumer is delighted. These feelings make a 
difference in whether the customer buys the product again & talks 
favourably or unfavorably about it to others.        

 

Q.3 What are the distinguishing features of an Indian consumer ? (Short Answer). 

Ans.: India being very vast geographically, consumers here are naturally scattered 
over a vast territory, as the country is marked by great diversity in climate, 
religion, language, literacy level, customs lifestyles & economic status. A Broad 
sketch of Indian consumer can be drawn on the basis of :- 

(a)  Demographic which includes size of population literacy & education.  

(b) Geographic spread – consist of northern, southern, western & eastern 
belts.   

(c) Diversity based on religion, language diversity in dress & food habits etc.  

Classification of Indian consumers based on economic status :-  

(a) Affluent Group 

(b) Middle Class  

(c) Relatively Poorer Section 

(d) BPL Section  

(a) Affluent Group : This group is small, but it has a good deal of marketing 
significance. This is because it is useful segment for luxury products. The 
super premium brands also depend on it. Therefore, this group is 
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sometimes referred to as the “Image segment” This segment is looking out 
for something new.     

(b) Middle Class : It is the middle class that constitutes the largest segment of 
consumers for manufactured goods in the industry. The middle class has 
emerged as a result of socio-economic developments that took place over 
the years & is now emerging as the consumption community of the 
country as they are better educated & are better exposed to global 
lifestyle. They often spend more than what they earn at any given point-
in-time in order to cope up with their new social image.    

(c)  Relatively Proper Section : They also account for a good sized demand 
base for certain products. Though their purchasing power is very low, 
their size is very large. Over 75% of the purchase in categories like 
cooking oil, tea, detergent cake, bath soap, tooth powder, come from 
people with income levels below Rs. 25000 per annum. 

(d)  BPL Section :  This is also large is size , it does not form part of the 
demand base. This category is projected to shrink substantially.  

 In fact the middle classification can be defined  :- 

 (i)  Middle Class Male  

 (ii)    Middle Class Woman 

(iii) Middle Class Teenager 

Middle Class Male : He is a blend of traditional & non traditional values, they 
prefer ready-mades today. They are status conscious, they have strong family 
ties & above all he is the sole decision maker in purchase.  

Middle Class Women : She is cautious, but not averse to change, quality 
conscious, as well cost conscious, seeking leisure & is aware of new 
development, have good sense of grooming.  

Middle Class Teenager : They are  more than 150 million & more modern & 
adventurous than their elders. They care less for religion & tradition. They value 
material comforts & physical well being more, they are quick in adopting 
fashion.  

 

Q.4  Define the term market segmentation? What is the need to segment the 
markets?  

OR 

Elucidate the term market segmentation & briefly explain the need to segment 
the market?  
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Ans.:  Markets are not homogenous & they are made of several segments. A market is 
the aggregate of consumers of a given product and consumers vary in their 
characteristics buying behaviour. It is feasible to disaggregate the consumers into 
segments in such a manner that in needs characteristics & buying behaviour, the 
members vary significantly among segments.       

   Segmentation benefits the marketer as :- 

(1) Facilitates Proper Choice of Target Market : Segmentation helps in 

distinguishing one customer group from another & thereby unables him 

to decide which segment should form his target market.     

(2) Facilitates Taping of the Market, Adopting the Offer to the Target: 

Segmentation also enables the marketer to crystallize the needs of the 

target buyers. It also helps him to generate an accurate predication of the 

likely responses from each segment of the target buyers.  

Eg. Ford Strategy – Through segmentation car manufacturers have gained 

useful insights on the product features to be provided to different 

segments of car buyers.  

(3)  Makes the Marketing Effort More Efficient & Economic : Segmentation 
makes the marketing effort more efficient & economic. It ensures that the 
marketing effort is concentrated on well defined & carefully chooses 
segments. After all, the resources of any firm are limited & no firm can 
normally afford to attack & tap the entire market.  

(4)  Benefits the customer as well.  

(5)  Helps spots the less satisfied segments & succeed by satisfying such 
segments.  

(6)  Helps achieve the specialization required in product, distribution, 
promotion & pricing for matching the customer group & develop 
marketing offers.  

Therefore, to compete more effectively, many companies go for target marketing 
which can establish & communicate the distinctive benefits of the company’s 
market offering. This process is called as market segmentation.  

Eg.: GM has identified 40 different customer needs & 40 different market 
segments in which it would be present with its vehicle.  

 

Q.5 How can a company divide a market into segments?    

OR 

 What are the basis for market segmentation? 
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Ans.:  Market can be segmented using several relevant bases they are :- 

(i)  Geographic Segmentation : Geographic segmentation calls for dividing 
the market into different geographical units such as nations, regions, 
countries, cites or neighborhood. One of the major geographic 
segmentation in India is the division of rural & urban areas. The need to 
segment the market geographically becomes clearer when we look at 
some of the characteristics of the market. In India, there are more than 
5000 towns & over 6,38,000 villages. Nearly 87% of these villages have a 
population of less than 2000 people. This variation in population is 
important for the marketer while formulating marketing strategy & plans. 
In addition to this products penetration, income levels & availability of 
infrastructure like roads & electricity make the task of geographic 
segmentation important.    

For most products, penetration levels in rural areas are lower than in 
urban areas. Income & lifestyle issues influence the penetration rate of 
products & services.  

Eg.: Haats & mandis serve important roles in the exchange of goods & 
services in rural areas.           

(ii) Demographic Segmentation : In demographic segmentation, the market 
is divided into groups on the basis of variables such as age, family size, 
family life cycle, gender, income occupation, education religion, race 
generation, nationality & social class.  

Age & Life Cycle Stage : Consumer wants & abilities change with age. Eg: 
Hindustan Uni Level introduced Pears soap in pink colour specially for 
children. Johnson & Johnson Baby Powder & Talcum Powder are classic 
examples of products for infants & children. Television channels in India 
Indicate the segmentation based on age & life cycle. There are channels 
like Aastha & Sanskaar target which towards the old generation, cartoon 
network, Disney are channels for children etc.  

Gender :  Men & women have different behavioral orientation. Gender 
differentiation has been long applied to product categories such as 
clothing, cosmetics & magazines. Eg: Axe deodorant is positioned as a 
masculine product. Park avenue from Raymond is positioned as 
masculine brand. Bajaj wave is a brand specifically designed for women in 
the scooter segment.  

Income : Income segmentation is a long standing practice in a variety of 
products & services & is a basic segmentation variable. Eg: Nirma 
Washing Powder, was launched as the lowest priced detergent in India 
primarily targeted at middle income group. Markets for many consumers 
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products in India are showing rapid growth due to low unit price 
packaging.  

Generation : Each generation is profoundly influenced by the time in 
which it grows- the music movies, politics.  

Social Class :  Social class has a strong influence on preference in cars, 
clothing, home , furnishings, leisure activities, reading habits, retailers etc.  

(iii) Psychographic Segmentation : In psychographic segmentation, elements 
like personality traits, attitude lifestyle & value system form the base. The 
strict norms, that consumers follow with respect to good habits or dress 
codes are representative examples. Eg: Mr. Donald’s changed their menu 
in India to adopt to consumer preference. The market for Wrist Watches 
provides example of segmentation. Titan watches have a wide range of 
sub brands such as Raga, fast track, edge etc. or instant noodle markers, 
fast to cook food brands such as Maggi, Top Ramen or Femina, women’s 
magazine is targeted for modern women.    

(iv) Behavioural Segmentation : Markets can be segmented on the basis of 
buyer behaviour as well. The primary idea in buyer behaviour is that 
different customer groups expect different benefits from the same product 
& accordingly they will be different in their motives in owning it. In buyer 
behavior based segmentation also, several sub factors form the basis. Eg: 
Purchase occasion can be one base, buyers can be segmented on the basis 
of whether they are regular buyers or special occasion buyers. Degree of 
use can be another base, they can be segmented on the basis of whether 
they are light, medium or heavy users of the product or whether they are 
enthusiastic or indifferent or negative towards the product.  

Q.6 What are the different levels of market segmentation?    

Ans.:  The starting point for discussing segmentation is mass marketing. In mass 
marketing, the seller engages in mass production, mass distribution & mass 
promotion of one product for all buyer. Eg: Henry ford offered the model T-ford 
in one color i.e. black.  

The argument for mass marketing is that it creates the largest potential market, 
which leads to lower cost & proliferation of advertising media & distribution 
channels making it difficult. Therefore more companies are turning to micro 
marketing at one of four levels: segments, niches, local & individual.  

Segment Marketing : A market segment consist of a group of customers who 
share a similar set of needs & wants. Eg: We can distinguish between car buyers 
who are primarily seeking low cost basic transportation, seeking a luxurious 
driving experience & those seeking driving thrills & performance, segment & 
sector should not be confused. A car company might say that it will target 
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young, middle income car buyers. Young middle car buyers are a sector, not a 
segment.  

The marketer does not create the segments, the marketers task is to identify the 
segments & decide one which to target. Segment marketing offers key benefits 
over mass marketing. The company can design better price & deliver the product 
or service to satisfy the target market.  

Niche Marketing : A niche is a narrowly defined customer group seeking a 
distinctive mix of benefits. Marketers usually identify niches by dividing a 
segment into sub segments. The customers in the niche have distinctive sets of 
needs, they will pay a premium to the firm that best satisfies their needs, the 
niche is not likely to attract other competitors & the niche has size, profit & 
growth potential.  

(i) Larger companies such as IBM have lost prices of their market to nichers. 

(ii) Ezee, the liquid detergent from godrej is a fabric washing product for 
woolen clothes  

(iii) Crack and ointment for pain is another product with niche focus. This 
product is primarily targeted at women for prevention of cracked heels. 

(iv) Itch guard, focuses on niche requirement of treating itching sensation      

(v) Television channels particularly focusing on religion & spirituality. 

(vi) Matrimonial websites like www.shadi.com. Niche Marketers understand 
their customer needs so well that customer is willing to pay a premium & 
as marketing efficiency increases niches that were too small, becomes 
more profitable.      

Local Marketing : Target marketing is leading to marketing programs tailored to 
the needs & wants of local customers groups. Many banks in India have 
specialized branches that cater to the needs of corporate customer. The in city 
courier companies in many cities specialize in delivering packets on the same 
day.  

The marketing activities concentrate on getting as close to the individual 
customers.  

Eg : Nike. 

Customization : The ultimate level of segmentations leads to one to one 
marketing. Today’s customers are taking more individual initiative in 
determining what & how to buy. They log on to the internet, look up 
information, evaluates the product /service & in many cases, design the product 
they want. Companies sees it more efficient as the marketers can achieve more 

precision & effectiveness by addressing individual needs.              □ □ □ 
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Chapter-4 
 

Managing the Product 
 

Q.1  What are the distinct stages in PCC? 

Ans.:   A product passes through distinct stages during its life & is called product life 
cycle. The PLC is normally presented as a sales curve spanning the product’s 
course from introduction to exit. The PLC concept says that each stage in the 
cycle is characterized by a typical marketer behaviour & each stage leads to a 
distinctive marketing strategy.  

 A product passes through 4 stages :– 

 (a)   Introduction  

 (b) Growth  

 (c)  Maturity 

 (d) Decline  
                 Maturity  

 

 

 

 

         Sales  

 

 
Time 

 (a)  Introduction Stage : The product is in introductory stage. At this stage, 
there may not be a ready market for the product. Sales are low. Profit 
seems a remote possibility, demand has to be created & developed & 
consumers have to be prompted to try out the product. One of the crucial 
decisions to be taken in this stage is the pricing strategy to be adopted 
either market skimming or market penetration. Skimming strategy 
involved high price, taking advantage of early entry & the novelty of the 
product.    
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Penetration pricing involves low prices with a view to having a good market 
coverage. It also aims at keeping the competition out.  

(b) Growth Stage : During the market growth stage, demand for the product 
increases & size of market grows. The sales & profits also go up. But by 
the time the marketer settles down with his product, competitors may 
enter the scene with similar or slightly improved versions. The marketer 
has to stay ahead of his competitor & has to reconsider his pricing 
strategy. He follows competition oriented pricing, because the total 
market is being shared among many firms. Marketing & distribution 
efficiency becomes decisive factor at this state.  

(c) Maturity Stage : In the maturity stage, the demand tends to reach a 

saturation point & there is enough supply from competitive sources. Price 

competition becomes intense & exploits the brand loyalty. The marketer 

try out product & packaging modification, & promotional. Deals & make 

special offers to new market segments so that his sales volume do not 

shrink. Long term & short term marketing plans are implemented to 

profitably prolong the maturity stage.  

(d) Decline Stage : In the decline stage, sales begin to fall. The demand for the 

product shrinks, probably due to new & functionally advanced products, 

becoming available in the market. The prices & margins get depressed, 

total sales & profits diminish. But some firms at this stage may try to link 

up the sales of these products with some other premium products they 

have developed & thus try to stretch the life of the decline product.  

Thus, PLC concept helps & is used as a tool in formulating& implementing 
marketing strategy.  

• It facilitates pre planning the product launch.  

• Facilitates prolonging the profitable phase.  

• Facilitates investment decisions on products.  

• Facilitates choice of appropriate entry strategy.  

• Facilitates choice of the right time to exit. 

• Provides useful clues for managing customers.  

 

Q.2 What are the various stages in New Product Development. 

OR 

 Explain the steps in NPD process.  

Ans.:  The various stages in NPD are :- 
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(1) Generating New Product Ideas : New product ideas may come from 
customers, dealers, in company sources including the market research 
group & external research organization. Customer’s problems are the 
most fertile ground for the generation of new product ideas. In a variety of 
product, ranging from shampoos to computers, company workforce, 
market research staff, R&D staff & salesmen are also sources of new 
product ideas. Market research group are a particularly useful sources. 
They conduct frequent studies on the consumers, products, competition 
etc. These studies often reveal product gaps- gaps between existing 
supply of products.  

 Gravity techniques like brainstorming & synectics are also used for 
product idea generation. In brainstorming, a small group of people is 
encouraged to come up with ideas on a specified problem. In synectics, 
the real problems is initially kept away from the group & only a broader 
framework is given to them. Sometimes new product ideas come out just 
as a matter of happening.  

  Eg. Portable stereo cassette player of Sony of Japan.  

(2) Idea Screening : In this stage, various new products ideas are put under 
rigorous screening by evaluation committees. Answers are sought like:  

 It there a felt need for the new product? It is an improvement over the 
new product? etc. 

(3) Concept Testing : Concept testing is different from market test / test 
marketing. What is tested at this stage is the product concept itself, 
whether the prospective customers understand the product ideas, whether 
they are receptive forwards the ideas; whether they actually need a 
product. This exercise helps the firm to thrash out much of the vagueness 
associated with the new product idea. Concept testing is of special 
importance when a totally new product in contrast to a “mee too” product 
– is being planned for introduction.  

(4) Business / Market Analysis : This stage is of vital importance because 
several important decisions regarding the project are undertaken based on 
the analysis done at this stage.  

 This stage will decide whether from the financial & marketing point of 
view, the project is worth proceeding with. Investment analysis & 
profitability analysis of the project under difference assumptions are made 
at this stage.       

(5) Estimating the Demand for New Product : Firms usually take up 
estimating the demand for the new product as a part of business analysis 
/ market analysis. There are 2 methods to estimate demand of new 
products :-  
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(a) Substitution method 

(b) End use method   

In substitution method, the demand for the existing product is forecasted 
using standard forecasting method. Based on that, an idea of the demand 
for the new product is gained. Analysis will show which products & 
market are open for substitution by the new product. The estimated 
demand for the existing product can serve as the maximum limit for the 
demand for the new product.  

In, end use method, products that have an altogether new end use do 
come to the marketer once in a while. The only way to assess the demand 
for such products is to define the end use of the new product & to locate 
the potential customers for it. The aggregate of potential customers in each 
use category is taken as the potential demand in that category.  By adding 
the demand in the various use categories, one can get an indication of the 
total potential demand for the new product. This is to be taken as the 
upper limit of potential. In this method, the forecaster has to be 
particularly cautious in defining the end use for the product.  

(6) Actual Development of the Product : In this stage, the firm develops the 
product as such. In the actual development, production & marketing 
departments are actively involved besides R & D.  

(7) Market Test : Now, the new product has to be tried out in selected market 

segments. Market test is essentially a risk control tool. It is experimental 

marketing at minimum cost & risk. When firms decide on a full scale 

manufacturing & marketing of the product on the basis of the results of 

the experiment, it helps avoid costly business errors.     

(8) Test Marketing : In test marketing, the new product, with the support of 

the chosen marketing mix is actually launched & marketed in few selected 

cities / towns / territories. Test marketing needs careful handling. Care is 

required in the first place in selecting the test markets. Test marketing is 

also a time consuming process, it has to be carried out for a fairly long 

duration in order to obtain a reliable indications. Eg. HUL introduced 

organics, but failed.  

(9) Commercialization : At this stage, the company takes the decision to go in 
for large scale manufacturing & marketing of the product. At this stage 
the company fully commits itself to commercialize the new product with 
the required investment in manufacturing & marketing.  
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Q.3   What are the main decision areas in packaging?  

OR 

Packaging & labeling is an important part of product management? Elaborate?   

OR 

 Illustrate the main decision areas in packaging & labeling. 

Ans.:  Packaging is defined as all the activities of designing& producing the container 
for a product. In modern days packaging has become an important part of 
product management. With competition increasing marketers are turning to 
innovative packaging to establish a distinctive edge. This is especially so in the 
marketing of consumer products like processed foods, soft drinks, toiletries, 
cosmetics & other personal care products. The following are the main decision 
areas in packaging.    

(a) Package Materials  

(b) Package Aesthetics  

(c) Package Size & Convenience  

(a)  Package Materials : Changing trends - from wood to paper & plastics – In 
the earlier days, wood was the main material Paperboard cartons, paper 
bags, have become popular forms of packaging for a variety of products 
from groceries to garments. Metal containers are an excellent packaging 
medium for processed goods, fruits, vegetables, oil, paint etc. Aluminum 
foil, packaging are used in products like tea, coffee & spices.  

 

Plastics, the New Packaging Material :  Plastics as a group are now 
dominating the packaging field in India. Popular brands like Tata Tea, 
Nescafe, Dalda, Amul Milk chocolates have gone for plastic packaging. 
They have several merits likes water proof & moisture proof 2) capacity to 
provide resistance to sun exposure 3) light weight 4) Thermal stability 5) 
attractiveness & transparency.         

Tetra Packs : Frooti, Slice, Amul’s buttermilk, Fruit Juices like real have 
gone for tetra packs.  

(b) Package Aesthetics : For enhancing the sales appeal of the package, more 
& more attention is new being given to package. For Eg. Doy soap with 
different animal structures. For the first time in the soap category, the 
customer could see the shapes, colour & appearance of the product.  

 (c) Package Size & Convenience : 

Eg.  

(i) Pond’s cold cream & Bryl cream In tube’s  
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(ii) Application conveyance of Harpic. 

(iii) The cold drink cans.  

(iv) Economy packs  

(v) Sachets  

(vi) Reusable containers  

(viii) Refill packs.  

Labeling : Sellers must label products. The label may be a simple tag 

attached to the product or an elaborately designed graphic. The label 

might carry the brand name or a great deal of information. Labels identify 

the product or the brand. Eg. The name frooti is stamped on Mango Juice. 

The label might grade the product, they might describe the product, who 

made it, where it was made when it was made, expiry date, what it 

contains, how it is to be used. Finally the label should promote the 

product through graphics. It is mandatory to print MRP on all packaged 

products.  

 

Q.4   What are the various tasks in product line appraisal?  

Ans.:   Company objectives influence product line length. One objective is to create a 

product line to induce up selling. Thus, maruti would  like to move customers up 

from maruti 800 to Alto to Zen. Thus, increasing the line length adds more & 

more products / brands to the line to capture new marketing opportunities.   

Eg. Videocon offers wide range of products such as refrigerators, washing 

machines, televisions, microwave, & air conditioners under different brand 

names to cater the needs of entry level, middle level & premium segments. Line 

stretching & line filling – Two ways of increasing line length:  

Line Stretching :  Line stretching is a measure firms undertake frequently in 

product mgmt. The aim is to enter a new price slot & a new market segment. 

Stretching occurs in two ways- 

(i) Stretching up  

(ii) Stretching down 

At times, a company which has initially taken its position in the high price slot, 

stretches the line downwards by offering products in the same line for the lower 

end markets. This is called stretching down. Eg. Kodak introduced Kodak fun 

time film to counter lower priced brands.   
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In some other instance, a company which has initially positioned its products for 

the lower end markets, decides to make higher priced offers for the top slots. 

This is called stretching up. Many markets have spawned surprising upscale 

segments starbucks in coffee. Toyata’s lexus, Honda’s acura.  

Two Way Stretch : Companies serving the middle market might decide to stretch 

their line in both directions. Texas instruments introduced its first calculators in 

the medium price medium quality end of the market. Gradually it added 

calculators at the lower end taking market share from Bowmar & at the higher 

end to complete with Hewlett Packard. 

Line Filling : In line filling the firm introduces more items to the line to plug 

certain gaps in its current range of offers to plug holes to keep out competitors. 

Line filling is overdone if it results in confusion of consumer. The company 

needs to differentiate each item in the consumer’s mind.  

Eg. Videocon has several product lines & room air conditioners is one of them. 

Videocon entered the market for air conditioners with just two or three models, 

but later on introduced dozens of models.  

Line Modernization Featuring & Pruning : Product lines need to be 

modernized. Companies plan improvements to encourage customer migration to 

higher valued, higher priced items. Companies like Microsoft & Oracle introduce 

more advanced versions of their products. This is product modernization. Line 

pruning is the opposite of line stretching. Here a consumers decision is taken to 

reduce the no. of items in the line, the company is trying to save cost maximizes 

efficiency in production.  

 

Q.5  Explain the following terms or write short notes on :  

 (a) Brand Equity  

 (b) Product Differentiation  

 (c) Product Mix 

 (d) Product Planning  

Ans.:  (a)  Brand Equity : David Aakar defines brand equity as the unique set of 

brand assets & liabilities that is linked to a brand. According to Aakar, 

brand equity is the net result of al the investment of effort that a marketer 

puts into building a band. It is made up of :-  

• User ship of the brand 

• Consumers loyalty 
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• Perceived quality 

• Positive symbols & favorable associations around the brand. Brand 

equity also adds to the bottom line on a long term basis. For, when 

a brand has high brand equity, it means that consumers are willing 

to pay a premium for the brand & its extensions. The values of 

brands owned by firms, like HLL, ITC, & the IT majors like Infosys 

& wipro are many times their total assets.  

Brand equity can be measured & quantified. Through it is an asset, 

traditionally, brand equity has been omitted from the balance sheets 

because of its intangibility. Criteria such as market share, market ranking, 

brand stability & track record, stability of product category, 

internationally market trends, advertising & promotional support & legal 

protection are used for measuring brand equity.  

 (b) Product Differentiation : Product differentiation & product positioning 

are central themes in the marketing strategy. Product differentiation is one 

of the basic routes to marketing strategy. The major attraction & the major 

benefit in resorting to differentiation is that it takes the firm away from a 

total price based competition. Products can be differentiated on the basis 

of a number of different product or service dimensions such as product 

features, performance, conformance durability, reliability, style & design. 

Besides these specific concerns, on more general positioning for brands is 

as “best quality”. The strategic planning studied the impact of higher 

relative product & found a significantly positive correlation between 

relative product based on differentiation.  

(i) Close up with get – Colgate, the leader in the industry was 

compelled to copy this differentiation as its market share fill at the 

hands of new brand.  

(ii) Vatika with herbal ingredients.  

(iii) TTK prestige with Teflon.  

(iv) Titan matches (differentiation based on product design.   

(v) Ray Ban (Differentiation on the basis of glass).  

There are two conditions for differentiation to exceed :- 

(i) differentiation should be perceptible 

(ii) Should be rooted in competitive advantage  

(c)  Product Mix : A product mix is the set of all products & items a particular 

seller offers for sale. A product mix consist of various product line. A 
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company’s product mix has a certain width, length, depth & consistency. 

Eg. These concepts are illustrated through an example of Hindustan 

Unibuer Ltd. (HUL). 

The width of a product mix refers to how many different products lines 

the company carries. The length of the product mix refers to the total 

number of items in the mix. This is obtained by dividing the total length 

(25) by the number of lines (11) or an average product length of less than 

3. 

The depth of product mix refers to how many variants are offered of each 

product in the line. Since lux comes in 4 scents (exotic flower petals & 

jojoba oil, almond oil & milk cream, fruit extracts & honey & sandal 

saffron in milk cream), it has a depth of 8. The consistency of the product 

mix refers to how closely related the various product liens are.  

Product Mix Width 

Deo. Personal 

Wash 

Laundry Skin 

Care 

Hair 

Care 

Oral Care Colour 

Cosmetic 

Coffee Foods 

Axe Lux 

 

Suf 

Excel 

 

Fair & 

Lovely 

Sun 

Silk 

 

Peposodent 

 

Lakme Bru 

 

Kissan 

 

 Lifebuoy Rim Ponds Clinic Close Up   Knors 

Rexeno Liril Wheel      Annpurna 

 Hamam        

 Breeze        

 Dove        

 Pears        

 Rexona        

Product 

Line 

length 

        

Product mix width & product line length of HUL. 

(d) Product Planning : To carry out the responsibilities, marketing managers 

follow a marketing process & the product managers come up with a 

marketing plan for individual product lines, brands, channels or customer 
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groups. Each product level must develop a marketing plan for achieving 

its goals. A marketing plan is a written document that summarizes what 

the marketer has learned about the market place & indicates how the firm 

plans to reach its marketing objectives. It is one of the most important 

outputs of the marketing process. Marketing plans & product planning 

are becoming more customer & competitor oriented & is becoming a 

continuous process to respond to rapidly occurring & changing market 

conditions.      

Contents of Marketing Plans : 

(a) Executive Summary & Table of Contents : The marketing plan should 

open with a brief summary of the main goals & recommendations. A table 

of contents outlines the rest of the plan & all the supporting & operational 

details.  

(b) Situation Analysis : This section presents relevant background data on 

sales, costs the market, competitors & various forces in the macro 

environment. All this information is used to carry out SWOT Analysis.   

(c) Marketing Strategy : Here, the product manager defines the mission & 

marketing & financial objectives. The manager also defines those groups 

& needs that the market offerings are intended to satisfy. The manager 

then establishes the product lines competitive positioning which will 

inform the game plan to accomplish the plan’s objectives.  

(d) Financial Projections : Financial projections include a sales forecast, an 

expense forecast & a break even analysis on the revenue side, the 

projections show the forecasted sales volume by month & product 

category. On the expense side, the projections show the expected costs of 

marketing.  

(e) Implementation Control : This section outlines the controls for 

monitoring & adjusting implementation of the plan. Typically the goals & 

budgets are spelled out for each month or quarter so management can 

review each period’s result & take corrective actions as needed.  

 

 □ □ □ 
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Chapter-5 
 

Pricing 

 
Q.1 Illustrate briefly the concept of pricing & the factors that influence pricing.  

Ans.: Price is all around us. We pay rent for our apartment, tuition for our education, 
airline, railways, buses charge you a fare, local bank charge interest for the 
money a fee to your doctor etc. Thus price is not just a number on a tag or an 
item.    

Traditionally, price has been the major determinant of a buyer’s choice & is the 
only element in the marketing mix that generates revenue. Pricing acquires its 
importance on account of yet another factor. It is a highly risky decision area & 
mistakes in pricing seriously affects the firm, its profits, growth & future.  

Factors Influencing Pricing : There are internal as well as external factors that 
affect  pricing :-  

Internal Factors : 

(i) Corporate & marketing objectives of the firm. 

(ii) The image sought by the firm through pricing 

(iii) The characteristic of the product 

(iv) Price elasticity of demand of the product. 

(v) Stage of product in its life cycle. 

(vi) Use pattern & turnaround rate of the product.  

(vii) Cost of manufacturing & marketing 

(viii) Extent of differentiation practiced  

(ix) Other elements of the marketing mix & their interaction with pricing 

(x) Composition of the product line of the firm.   

External Factors : 

(i) Market characteristics (relative to demand, customer & competition) 

(ii) Buyer behaviour in respect of the product  

(iii) Bargaining power of major customers  

(iv) Bargaining power of major suppliers  
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(v) Competitor’s pricing policy 

(vi) Government controls / regulation on pricing 

(vii) Other relevant legal aspects  

(viii) Societal consideration.  

 

Q.2 What objectives does a firm seek in pricing?  

OR  

 Identify the various pricing objectives.  

Ans.: A business firm will have a number of objectives in the area of pricing. These 
objectives can be short term or long term or primary objectives :- 

(i) Profit maximization in the short term. 

(ii) Profit optimization in the long term.   

(iii) A minimum return on investment 

(iv) A minimum return on sales turnover. 

(v) Achieving a particular sales volume.  

(vi) Achieving a particular market share. 

(vii) Deeper penetration of the market. 

(viii) Entering new markets. 

(ix) Target project on the entire product line. 

(x) Keeping competition out, or keeping it under check. 

(xi) Keeping parity with competition. 

(xii) Fast turn around & early cash recovery. 

(xiii) Stabilizing price & margins in the market. 

(xiv) Providing the commodities at prices affordable by weaker section.  

(xv) Providing the commodities at prices that will stimulate economic 
development.     

 

Q.3 What are the various routes taken by the firm in fixing the prices? 

OR  

What are the various methods of pricing?  

OR  

Explain the different pricing strategies.   
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Ans.:  There are several methods of pricing & they can be grouped into few broad 
categories :-  

(1) Cost Based Pricing  

(2) Demand Based Pricing 

(3) Competition Oriented Pricing 

(4) Value Pricing  

(5) Product Line Oriented Pricing  

(6) Tender Pricing  

(7) Affordability Based Pricing  

(8) Differentiated Pricing. 

(1) Cost Based Pricing : Under the cost based pricing, different methods used 
are :-  

• Mark Up Pricing 

• Absorption Cost Pricing  

• Target Rate of Return Pricing 

• Marginal Cost Pricing 

Mark Up Pricing : It refers to the pricing methods in which the selling 
price of the product is fixed by adding a margin to its cost price. The mark 
ups may vary depending on the nature of the product & the market. 
Usually, the higher the value of the product, the larger is the mark up. 
Again, the slower the turnaround of the product, the larger is the mark 
up. Mark-up pricing proceeds on the assumption that demand cannot be 
known accurately, but costs are known.      

Absorption Cost Pricing : ACP rests on the estimated unit cost of the 
product at the normal level of production & sales. The method uses 
standard costing techniques & works out the variable & fixed costs 
involved in manufacturing, selling & administering the product. By 
adding the costs of 3 operations, we get the total costs. The selling price of 
the product is arrived by adding the required margin towards profit to 
such total costs. The main merit of this method is that as long as the 
market can absorb the production at the determined price, the firm is 
assured of its profits without any risk & the main demerit is that the 
method simply assumes price to be a function of cost alone & this method 
becomes ineffective.  

Target Rate of Return Pricing : It is similar to absorption cost pricing. The 
rate of return pricing uses a rational approach to arrive at the mark up. It 
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is arrived in such a way that the ROI criteria of the firm is met in the 
process. But this process amounts to an improvement over absorption 
costing since it uses a rational basis for arriving at the mark up. Second, 
since the rate of return on the funds employed is a function of mark up as 
well as turnaround of capital employed, rate of return pricing constantly 
reminds the firm that there are 2 routes for profits- improvement in the 
capital turnover & increase in the mark up. The main limitation of the 
method is that the rate of return is linked to the level of production & sales 
assumed.  

Marginal Cost Pricing : It aims at maximizing the contribution towards 
fixed costs. Marginal costs include all the direct variable costs of the 
product. In marginal cost pricing, these direct variable costs are fully 
realized. In addition, a portion of the fixed costs is also realized under 
competitive market conditions marginal cost pricing is more useful. 
Moreover, when a firm has a number of product lines marginal cost 
pricing is useful. This method is also useful in quoting for competitive 
tenders & in export marketing.   

On the demerits side, marginal costing makes certain assumptions, 
regarding cost & revenue behaviours which can turn out to be incorrect in 
some cases. Moreover, while marginal costing rests on a two fold 
classification of cost into fixed costs & variable costs, in reality there can be 
a third class of costs – The Semi variable costs.     

(2) Demand Based Pricing : The following methods belong to the category of 
demand / market based pricing :-  

• What the Traffic can Bear’ Pricing 

• Skimming Pricing 

• Penetration Pricing 

What the Traffic can Bear’ Pricing : The seller takes the maximum price 

that the customers are willing to pay for the product under the given 

circumstances. This method is used more by retail traders than by 

manufacturing firms. This method brings high profits in the short term. 

But in the long run it is not a safe concept, chances of errors in judgment 

are very high.  

Skimming Pricing : This method aims at high price & high profits in the 

early stage of marketing the product. It profitably taps the opportunity for 

selling at high prices to those segments of the market, which do not bother 

much about the price. This method is very useful in the pricing of new 

products, especially those that have a luxury or specialty elements.  
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Penetration Pricing : Penetration pricing seeks to achieve greater market 
penetration through relatively low price. This method is also useful in 
pricing of new products under certain circumstances. For eg. when the 
new product is capable of bringing in large volume of sales, but it is not a 
luxury item & there is no affluent / price insensitive segment, the firm can 
choose the penetration pricing & make large size sales at a reasonable 
price before competitors enter the market with a similar product. 
Penetration pricing in such cases will help the firm have a good coverage 
of the market & keep competition out for some time.    

In all demand based pricing methods, the price elasticity of demand is 

taken into account directly or indirectly. Price elasticity of demand refers 

to the relative sensitivity of demand for a product to changes in its price in 

other words how significantly the sales of the product are affected when 

price is changed. If an increase or decrease in the price of the product 

results in significant decrease or increase the product is said to be price 

elastic conversely, if price change does not significantly affect the sales 

volume, a product is said to be price inelastic.  

(3) Competition Oriented Pricing : In a competitive economy, competitive 

oriented pricing methods are common. The methods in this category rest 

on the principle of competitive parity in the matter of pricing. Three 

policy options are available to the firm under this pricing method :- 

• Premium Pricing 

• Discount Pricing 

• Parity Pricing   

Premium pricing means pricing above the level adopted by competitors. 

Discount pricing means pricing below such level & parity pricing means 

matching competitors pricing.  

(4) Value Pricing : Value pricing is a modern innovative & distinctive 

method of pricing. Value pricing rests on the premise that the purpose of 

pricing is not to recover costs, but to capture the value of the product 

perceived by the customer. Analysis will readily show that the following 

scenario are possible with the cost value price chain.  

• Value > Price > Costs  

• Price > Value > Costs  

• Price > Costs > Value  

• Price > Value > Costs  
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Under Scenario : 

 (i) Marketer recovers his costs through price, but fails to recover the 
value of his product. 

 (ii) He recovers his costs as well as the value. 

 (iii) The value that he passes on to the customer is still lesser. 

 (iv)  He matches the value & price & wins customer loyalty & since the 
value created is larger then his costs, he ensures his profits.  

 (5)  Product Line Pricing : When a firm markets a variety of products grouped 

into suitable product lines, a special possibility in pricing arises. As the 

product in a given product line are related to each other, sales of one 

influence that of the others. They also have interrelated costs of 

manufacturing & distribution. It can fix the prices of the different product 

in such a manner that the product line as a whole is priced optimally, 

resulting in optimal sales of all the products put together & optimal total 

profits from the line.  

 (6) Tender Pricing : Business firms are often required to fix the prices of their 

products on a tender basis. It is more applicable to industrial products & 

products purchased by Institutional customers. Such customers usually go 

by competitive bidding through sealed tenders. They seek the best price 

consistent with the minimum quality specification & thus bag the order.  

 (7) Affordability Based Pricing : The affordability based pricing is relevant in 

respect of essential commodities, which meet the basic needs of all 

sections of people. Idea here is to set prices in such a way that all sections 

of the population are in a position to buy & consume the products to the 

required extent.  

 (8)  Differentiated pricing - Some firms charge different prices for the same 

product in different zones/ areas of the market. Sometimes, the 

differentiation in pricing is made on the basis of customer class rather 

than marketing territory.  

 

Q.4 Discuss briefly the steps involved in pricing procedure.   

Ans.:  The term pricing  procedure refers to the actual process /mechanics of working 
out the price. The steps involved in the pricing procedure will vary depending 
on the pricing objectives & pricing methods chosen by the firm. The general steps 
of pricing procedure are:  

(i) Identify the target customer segments & draw up their profiles.  
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(ii) Decide the market position & price image that the firm desires for the 
brand. 

(iii) Determine the extent of price elasticity of demand of the product & the 
extent of price sensitivity of target customer groups.  

(iv) Take into account the life cycle stage of the product. Analyze competitions 
prices. 

(v) Analyze, other environmental factors.  

(vi) Choose the pricing methods to be adopted taking all the above factors into 
account.  

(vii) Select the final price. 

(viii) Periodically review the pricing method as well as procedure.  

 

 □ □ □ 
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